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Let D be a digraph and denote by V(D) the set of vertices of D, and by A(D) 
the set of arcs of D. 
(1) NG V(D) is a kernel of D iff P! is independent and for every z E NC there 
exists an arc (z, w) of D with w E N. 
(2) D is said to be an R-digraph (kernel-perfect graph) iff every induced 
subdigraph of D has a kernel. 
(3) D is said to be an R--digraph ( ernel-perfect critical graph) iff (evetry proper 
induced subdigraph of D has a kernel but D does not. 
(4) tiet C be a directed cycle of D, if u, u E Vr C) we denote (u, C, v) the 
directed path from u to ZI contained in C. 
I have disproved the fohowing conjecture [ 11: 
(H. Meyniel, 1976). Let D be a digraph; if every odd circuit of D 
possesses two chords, then D is an R-digraph. 
Clearly the following theorem disproves Conjecture 1: 
. . FOP eveidy k 2 2, k E N, there exists a digraph without kernel s 
every odd directed cycle has at least k chords. 
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to see that the odd di ;ected cycles of D are: 
(4k + 2 t io, C; i, + 2i) U (i,+ 2i, 
for all 0 s i S k and for all iOE {0,2k + 1,4k + 2,6k + 3). 
Clearly the oc!ld directed cycle 
+2+i0, (1, i,+2i)U(i0+2i, 4k +2+ i,) 
has the chords (4k + 2 + i,+ 2j, iO) for a11 0 s j s k. 
D has no kernel: Otherwise, let us suppose N is a kernel of D. Then 
odv =$ (4k+2~N,2k+l$N,6k+3pW), 
6k+3$N and 4k+2&N =) 2k+2$N. 
So, &IV 3 (2k+lq!N, 2k+2$N and 6k+:3$N). This is impossib]e, and we 
conclude 0 $ N. Similarly, we can prove 2k + 16 N, 3k + 2$ N and cjk t 3 $ IV. 
Also O&rV and 4k+2$N+2kQV. So, we cAmin 2k$N, 2k+l$N and 
4k + 2 6 -NY which is impossible too. 
We conclude that D has no kernel. 
Furthermore, it i:r easy to see that D is an R--digraph and D - ( 0, 1) is an 
R-digraph, using the following theorem proved by H. Galeana-Ssnchez and V. 
Neumann, -Lara [2]. 
Let H be a digraph which is not an odd directed cycle, anif T c V(N) 
such that fir eueoy u E T, u is in at most me odd directed cycle of H. Ti:ten H is an 
R-diigraph ijf H - 7’ is un R-digraph. 
Infinitely many other counterexamples can be obtained from D b!,f application 
of the following lemma proved by H. Meyniel and P. Duchet [3) and in&pen- 
dently by H. Galeana-SG.nchez and V. Neumann-E_,ara [4, S]. 
Let D be a digraph and f = (u, u) E A(D). D(#T) denotes the digraph obtained 
from ,r) by subdivision of the arc f of D, in such a way that an odd path T from u 
to u replaces f. 
(a) D(f’T) has cl kernel if and only if ,‘F has a kernel. 
such that D -f is an R-digrape, then D(f/T) is an R-&graph 
--digrqh) if and only ifD is m R-digraph (resp. is an IQ--digraph). 
e validity of the following imoortanr particular case of czonjecture 1 
roved [6]. 
Let D be a digraph without dir(ected triangles. 
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